Introduction to MC-mode
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A new mode of ultrasound:
MC-mode
A change in the transmit and receive processing
to implement a previously unobserved ultrasound
particle detection method in the body.
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The most outstanding characteristic of calcifications is that they are hard, dense rock like
partials which have a very high acoustic impedance * .
Acoustically this means, in the case of calcium hydroxyapatite (Type II ) ~80% of the
incident acoustic wave (energy) is reflected.
This reflection transfers energy to the particle in the form of momentum and the particle
moves.
Particles found in the body are bound to the tissue by binding
forces. When a particle is displaced these binding forces if left
undisturbed will restore the particle to its original position in
several microseconds.
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If while the particle is moving and it is impacted by another acoustic wave it will move
erratically. If it is impacted four times while moving it will move most erratically. It is
similar to predicting where a tennis ball will be after the serve and three returns.
If the particle is not a perfect sphere it will also attain angular momentum and spin. This
movement and spin is only on the order of 2% of the particles diameter.

All this erratic movement from multiple pulses is recorded
in the backscatter in the digitized acoustic line.
The simple subtraction of two adjacent acoustic lines
will show only the locations that are different which
is where the particles are.
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Repeating the process of transmitting a multiple pulse packet, recording the backscatter
from each acoustic line and the subtracting sequential acoustic lines will result in the
differences in the particles location during the movement.
Acoustic Radiation Force utilizes hundreds of transmit waves to move tissue as the
acoustic impedance differences in tissues are small so in the case of MC-mode where only
a few pushes are used the tissue moves
only an imperceivable amount, so
there is a very low background noise
in MC-mode.
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The MC is bound to the tissue so when we push on the MC we
move the microcalcification and we stretch and compress its
bindings to the tissue.
Each subsequent pulse sends back to the transducer
echoes that represent the particles position at that time.
The easiest way to utilize these nanosecond variations is
to subtract one acoustic line from another and we find
variations in position of up to 5-microns. The best signal
we have found is not actually the displacement but the
acceleration.
As nothing else moves with such a small push we only see
these particles. The acceleration removes the patient motion,
as well as blood flow, as these are effectively linear motion
with little to no acceleration at the sampling intervals.
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Distinguishing between calcium oxalate (benign) and calcium hydroxyapatite (cancer)
MC-mode can distinguish between the various compositions of the particle by several means.

Firstly: If the particle is less dense and has a lower internal speed of sound it will move less so lowering the
transmit energy will turn down the visibility of the MC-mode effect.
Secondly: As we can detect the location of the particle in subsequent acoustic lines and we find it back in its
original location. i.e. we do not sense they move in single transmit B-mode. (we do see them twinkle in multiple
transmit Doppler-mode). The tissue bindings exert a restoring force on the particles position and it returns it to
its original position in several microseconds.
We can insert an interrogation transmit pulse several hundred nanoseconds after the pushing pulses and
determine how long it takes the particle to return to its original location. Less density, less mass, same push,
same binding restoration force, all means a shorter time to restore to original location.

A phantom with Type I particle on left and a Type II on the right with the transducer held steady in a goniometer showing differentiation.
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Breast cancer and distinguishing between Type I and Type II
Breast microcalcifications (MCs) are the first indication in more than 40% of breast
cancers, and they are sometimes the only indication of malignancy. In addition, 95% of
breast ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is diagnosed by analyzing MCs. This early
detection of breast cancer provides a 98% five-year survival, whereas if cancer has
progressed to being invasive, the five-year survival drops to 25%.
Mammography cannot distinguish Type I (calcium oxalate) which the literature
indicates is benign and Type II (calcium hydroxyapatite) which is associated with
cancer.
By differentiating these two types of microcalcifications found in the breast by the
MC-mode of ultrasound we hope to raise the specificity of breast cancer detection
and diagnosis.
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It is further expected that now the MCs are clearly and repeatedly visible, for
particles down to 45-micron diameter, that MC-mode would significantly affect
stereotactic biopsy, which could now be performed in much less time with no
radiation and with smaller needles. Ultrasound biopsy is typically a $500 cost
compared to $2,100 for the Stereotactic biopsy.
Internationally in some countries, the implementation of mammography is
virtually non-existent due to the costs and training requirements. This
ultrasonic method is simple, low cost, and can be assisted remotely.
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The MC-mode has a very high signal to noise and is shown here we fuse MC-mode on
a B-mode image collected simultaneously.

Microcalcifications in a cyst in the breast previously found by mammography
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This very high signal to noise that allows them to be found easily and reproducibly.

Microcalcifications on surface of a breast implant.
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Microcalcifications seen in this blood vessel in the breast by
mammography on the right are easily found by MC-mode.
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Kidney stones.

Young patient with previously undetected stone.

Elderly patient with known stone shown here to be over 2mm diameter
shown in B-mode on the right and MC-mode fused on B-mode on the left.
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Plaque calcifications

Calcifications in the carotid artery plaque
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The initial implementation of the MC-mode is in our scanner called the UltraVision-XS. The
markets and possibilities of the MC-mode are very large so we are seeking partners who can
assist us in the many aspects of this discovery.
The goal of this low-cost, real-time, harmless, but highly effective method could lead to
earlier and more accurate detection of breast cancers.

MC-mode is implemented in just software and could be
incorporated in to most scanners in use today.
We welcome inquiries from interested parties who wish to
implement MC-mode in their equipment. MC-mode is
patented and we have multiple follow on patents pending
of this technology.
Guy Scott, CEO, UltraVision Corporation
11911 US Highway 1, Suite 204
North Palm Beach, Florida 33408
Tel: 561 626 4405

The UltraVision POCUS system
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Appendix Definitions:
Acoustic impedance (z) is a measure of the opposition that a system presents to the
acoustic flow resulting from an acoustic pressure applied to the system. Z = ρv, where
ρ is the density of a medium through which the sound travels and v is the speed of
sound through that medium.
MC-mode is a method of distinguishing particles of a different acoustic impedance in a body.
The investigation was started with the goal of specifically looking for microcalcifications in the
human breast but its applications are abounding through out the body.

